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It is widely acknowledged that tackling the gender inequalities
that remain deeply entrenched within all societies is
fundamental to effective development. However, how gender
inequities are defined, researched, prioritised and challenged
remains contested and subject to much ongoing debate. We
welcome the opportunity to jointly edit this issue of the
Development Education Journal and to make a contribution to
the debate. Surprisingly this is the first time the journal has
had such a focus, especially given the recent growth in widely
accessible information, research and resources on a range of
gender and development issues. Perhaps even more telling is
the relatively small number of articles that have been
submitted given the multi dimensional nature of gender
inequalities. As a result, even though the articles in this
collection cover a broad range of themes, they can only
provide a useful starting point for further exploration of
gender issues within DE. 

We begin by reviewing the theme articles, identifying the
key issues and questions they raise. Our understandings and
perspectives have been informed by our own experiences as
adult educators with backgrounds in development, labour and
women’s education in the UK and internationally. Thus, whilst

we recognise the need to adopt a critical approach towards
development generally, and to the ways in which gender is
addressed, we additionally see the value of focusing on
strategies for change, in particular the ways in which women
and men have organised and worked together to overcome
gender barriers. This links closely to how development
education (DE) is defined not only via global connectedness
and understanding but also by how people work and learn
together to take control over their own lives in the North and
South 

There is often a tendency to overly-problematise gender
issues and the balance of articles in this issue reflects this,
lacking a range of good practice case studies. 

The value led nature of DE would appear to provide a
natural ‘home’ for an appreciation and understanding of the
power relations of gender. Yet underlying several articles is a
perception that in many instances gender is ‘bolted on’ to
mainstream DE practice. It is clear that much more work
needs to be done to explore the ways in which gender is
constructed and taught within the DE community. 

Our own experiences indicate that there is effective DE
work going on relating to gender issues, specifically in the
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context of women workers and related campaigning networks
such as garments campaigns and Tescopoly (a campaign to
challenge the negative impacts of Tesco and other major
British supermarkets) as well as under the broad umbrella of
coalitions such as Make Poverty History. 

Gender and development, as we have said, covers a huge
spectrum of issues and the articles reflect this. Rosie Vaughan
offers a valuable overview of the key trends in gender and
development during the past thirty years, identifying the
importance of a gendered approach rather then one that
focuses primarily on women. She also explores the more
recent influences of gender deriving from the growing
emphasis on human rights and related strategies to promote
empowerment. This has been reflected in the near universal
adoption of gender policies by international agencies and
broader development communities as exemplified in the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Vaughan points to
the enormous increase in research into gender related issues in
development, though neither she nor the other articles reflect
on the apparently limited use of such resources in DE. Where
we would differ with Vaughan’s analysis is her starting point
that gender and gender related ‘problems’ are the prime cause
for concern. Our starting point is that effective development
can’t be achieved if a gender perspective is absent. We would
go further: DE without gender fundamentally undermines any
prospect of developing effective policies and strategies.

Several articles discuss the growing trend within DE of
seizing the current opportunities to embed DE more securely
within the core school curriculum. Harriet Marshall reflects
some of the wider gender issues raised by two specific DE
projects relating to global citizenship education and based in
the West Midlands. Although neither solely addressed gender
specific themes, gender focused issues emerged especially in
the global ITE project. Here, different approaches to gender
issues related to the different contexts. Marshall emphasises
the need to ‘take risks’ within global citizenship education
which would help teachers to raise the profile of gender
issues. Of concern to us all is the fact that, as Marshall points
out, questions relating to the appropriateness of a global
citizenship curriculum as a vehicle for raising awareness of
gender issues have scarcely been asked, let alone answered.

Anna Luise Laycock explores some of the dualities which
underpin education for global citizenship and argues that
academic models of global citizenship are inherently
gendered. In particular she reflects on the gender implications
of the common approaches to DE based on notions of
universal rights and global justice. While this has been
critiqued by feminist ethicists arguing that this perspective can
exclude women’s experiences and needs, Laycock argues that
for a truly inclusive E4GC programme, diverse perspectives
must be integrated. She calls for more research to help
generate learning from practice which can promote more
inclusive models of theory and practice in global citizenship,
bringing together justice oriented concepts (social justice and
critical thinking) with those based on a caring approach

(empathy and interdependence). This ties in with our
experience that successful approaches to DE need to offer
opportunities for learners to engage with key issues at
different emotional levels. Many adult learning strategies (a
perspective absent from most of these articles) would offer an
integrated approach in a range of informal and community
settings. This more informal place and practice, which starts
from where people are, can be more hospitable for effective
DE than mainstream academic settings and can give us rich
examples to reflect and draw on.

Hazel Reeves explores the ways in which gender
stereotypes and preconceptions can limit our practice as DE
practitioners and reminds us of the need to constantly
challenge the existence of gender stereotyping and inequalities
in the North as well as the South. She highlights the mounting
challenge for DE professionals (and for all of us) of how to
deal with the reality that many recent gains in gender equality,
especially those relating to sexual rights, are currently under
attack. Evidence as to how DE professionals navigate their
way through the complex terrain of gender stereotypes is yet
to be assembled but Reeves reminds us of the importance of
this task.

Lis Martin reflects on a UK schools based project which
did not situate a programme on gender violence within a
traditional DE framework because of the barriers faced. In
trying to mainstream the work into the curriculum,
Womankind Worldwide did not emphasise the international
dimension because of widely held attitudes within the target
constituency that violence and disrespect for women was not a
UK problem but one for ‘other’ cultures. Martin rightly points
out the need for DE to recognise that gender issues are also
directly relevant to British audiences The article offers some
valuable insights into engaging both boys and girls in a
sensitive and difficult area through a model of inclusive
classroom based practice of relevance to other ‘difficult’
topics. Critically, Martin presents DE practitioners with the
constant challenge of ensuring that we present a model of DE
which is grounded in the UK as well as in the developing
world.

Using the DE conference of 2006 as a starting point, Kadie
Armstrong and Michila Critchley consider the impact of the
predominantly female workforce on the ability of DE to
challenge gender stereotypes and call for more critical analysis
of the implications of this. This article provides a useful
starting point but clearly much more work need to be done to
assess what this means for the content and methodology of
DE.

Taking as her starting point non-formal education, Connie
Wessels explores the challenges of delivering DE in a girls
only space i.e. in the Girl Guides. Wessels describes the shift
from a gendered model of DE (once termed ‘international
education’ within the Guiding movement) to a model of DE
which is much more gender-neutral and issue based. She gives
examples of how innovative games are used to help to discuss
sensitive gender issues and argues that DE, when delivered in
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an environment such as this, greatly empowers young women
as their confidence to participate is enhanced. However
Wessels is also concerned that the dominant focus on
statutory/formal education settings for DE means that the
opportunity to explore other understandings of ‘what is
happening’ as well as inclusive ways forward can be missed.
Wessels reminds us that the DE taking place in non-formal
settings such as the voluntary sector is extremely valuable but
often overlooked – a position we would agree with. 

Andy Rutherford and Felicity Manson discuss working
with women’s organisations in developing countries. They
describe the obstacles to women’s political empowerment as
well as some of the ways in which DE can help to overcome
them. The authors claim that despite some positive policy
developments – such as gender mainstreaming and gender
budgeting – the fulfilment of (particularly) women’s political,
social and economic rights seem as remote as ever. They
argue that DE can learn important lessons from DE
programmes such as ANDRYSAS, a women’s active
citizenship and governance programme based in El Salvador,
which is beginning to ‘close the gap’ between gender policy
and practice. Like the previous article, this piece identifies
non-formal initiatives in DE as having the capacity to really
make a difference. 

Finally Mary Kanu argues that that many DE/Gender
programmes and initiatives are fundamentally initiatives aimed
at women rather than the wider conceptualization of gender.
She argues that if the Gender and Development model is to
achieve popular legitimacy and widespread support, then it
must target men far more than it appears to do at present.
Kanu is concerned that unless this inclusiveness is achieved,
gender education will be marginalized and ‘stuck’ in
ghettoized approaches which target women. Kanu reminds
practitioners that balance is needed so that gender DE engages
men as much as women. 

One clear conclusion emerging from the articles is that DE
policy and practice needs to be more sensitive to gender
issues, which are often pushed to the edge of analysis and
practice even within the DE community. However it is also
evident that existing forms of DE, as with all other forms of
education, are gendered and much more work needs to be
done to unpack the ways in which this is expressed in terms of
workforce as well as content and methodology. Incorporating
perspectives which do not just situate gender as a problem
‘out there’ in the developing world requires sensitive and
creative strategies. Non formal and adult education teaching
and learning appear to provide a better environment for this
compared to the constraint posed by working within the
framework of schools and national curricula. If this is really
the case, what are the implications for the direction and
emphasis of DE work?

The wealth of information available now on gender and
development appears to be somewhat disconnected from DE
resources and materials. Is the problem linked to a lack of
time and resources for hard pressed DE providers or does it
reflect a deeper unease with wider gender questions within the

DE community? Whatever the reason it is clear that a great
deal more needs to be done to bring gender more centrally
into DE and this means committing time and resources to
enable us to properly reflect on existing practice and policy. A
starting point could be a systematic overview of the current
situation. 

However, in some areas, the lack of gender perspectives
may well reflect the limitations of gender analysis to some of
the emerging concerns and issues in development. This would
appear to be the case regarding Fair Trade – currently a hot
topic for the media and also within DE. Yet beyond the
general support that Fair Trade provides for producers – with
examples of individual women beneficiaries often used –
scarcely any of the resources available explore the wider
gender implications of Fair Trade. In part, this reflects a
general absence in the wider literature. By contrast, there has
been much work done in terms of gender policy and practice
on a wide range of development ‘staples’ such as health,
finance and work related issues which clearly deserve a
greater place in existing DE provision. The gender
implications of the focus on poverty and the MDGs have been
widely discussed and need to find a home within DE
provision.

One of the major challenges for DE practitioners must be
that of gender mainstreaming to ensure that gender is at the
core of what they do. How can we achieve a greater synthesis
between DE models, experiences and gender, appropriate for
the diverse communities in the UK today? 

Our own experiences suggest to us that a key strand that
DE needs to focus on is organising. It is organising that
mobilises and empowers. This might be organising around a
credit union in Guatemala or a women’s refuge in the UK. The
challenge for DE practitioners who see gender and
development as both being about people taking control of
their own lives, and as more powerful when synergised, is to
help learners appreciate what organising is and how it does
mobilise and empower. This may be easier in non formal
education settings than the formal channels down which much
of DE now seems to be going, where the rhetoric of
empowerment is much greater than its reality.

Nevertheless, as some of the contributions here show, it can
be done.

Dr Linda Shaw is Head of Projects and Development
at the Co-operative College and has worked in adult and
university education in the UK and internationally.
Linda@co-op.ac.uk. For more information on the Co-
operative College visit www.co-op.ac.uk

Dr Cilla Ross works in teaching and learning across the
national and international adult education, co-operative
and trade union movements. Cilla.Ross@blueyonder.co.uk
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For each issue of the Journal the editorial board invites people
with interest and expertise in the theme to discuss its potential
shape and content. No issue could cover all the topics raised in
these discussions, so we include this summary to inform readers
of the range of ideas put forward.

The DEA proposed that this issue of the Journal address the
following questions:

� Is development education (DE) gendered? Gender explores
the roles of women and men. Is this happening in DE and if
so, where? Should DE organisations’ policy and practice
become gendered?

� How is gender reflected in DE in terms of: whose voice;
what we teach; who we engage and how?

The following themes and more detailed questions were
developed from a meeting held at the DEA on 29 June 2006 and
expand on those above.

Gender and the journal: 
� Gender as an issue has not really been tackled in the Journal

before. Nor it seems in much that the DE sector has done
over the years. There don’t seem to be that many projects
focusing specifically on gender; what there are seem to focus
on women and girls. 

Meaning of gender: 
� Gender doesn’t just mean ‘women and girls’ but that’s often

how it’s perceived – could this be a debate to tackle? What
do we mean by ‘gender’? Who defines it? How does DE
define it? Are there generational differences in perspectives
on gender?

Women and men in DE: 
� What about the ‘feminisation’ of DE? It is dominated by

women; the practitioners and thinkers are mainly women.
Does this work against DE? Is it because it’s women who
push for change? And it’s still ‘men at the top’, even in DE,
which replicates patterns in other sectors. 

� Does having a large number of women activists challenge
the status quo or just reinforce it? Are there examples of
men doing challenging work on gender in DE or challenging
gender stereotyping in DE?

� Does the predominance of women in DE influence the
content and methodology of what’s taught? Are boys
disenfranchised by DE methodologies and approaches? Do
girls respond differently? What are the positives, the
negatives and the implications? 

� This gender balance generally appears to be reflected
elsewhere; in schools opinion surveys it seems to be girls
who are more ‘concerned’ and there is evidence that teenage
girls are the most ‘concerned’ (eg: in DFID surveys). But are
they filling a ‘gendered’ role, ie: ‘being more caring’?

DE, gender and development: 
� Is DE sufficiently up-to-date with current thinking and

practice on gender and development? Are we taking into
account the changes, new literature, etc. and in particular
defining gender according to social rather than biological
constructs. 

� Changes in the role of women, eg: in the South. Challenging
the ‘old fashioned neo-liberal’ debate and listening to
Southern voices – what does ‘equality’ mean for gender
roles in the South? What impact have globalisation and the
movement of labour had on gender roles and women?

Implications for DE practice:
� How are gender issues being recontextualised in DE work?

Is DE ‘doing its job’ in terms of gender issues, given that it
is concerned with social change and tackling stereotypes?
Are gender roles presented in a culturally sensitive way or
objectified eg: NGOs using images of women as mothers or
powerless victims in order to fundraise? 

� Has any UK DE organisation mainstreamed gender, made it
a core to what they do? This is happening in other European
countries. What can DE learn from organisations that have
done this? 

� Are we working on a false assumption that ‘we’ (North)
have achieved ‘equality’ and ‘they’ (South) haven’t? Is DE
harming feminism in the UK through the way we cover
gender in the South? Can we use DE to change patriarchal
attitudes in UK society?

� What knowledge is being chosen and by whom, in terms of
the content of DE work?

� Are DE practitioners just reiterating the ‘norm’ and the
‘stereotype’? What training is available to combat this? Does
your gender (or your awareness/understanding of gender) as
a DE practitioner affect your delivery of DE?

The meeting also agreed that there was a need to identify writers
and projects to ensure a good gender balance within this issue of
the Journal.

This has, in fact, been a difficult issue to find articles for.
There did not seem to be many DEA member organisations or
contacts within our wider networks running gender-related DE
projects and willing to feature them as ‘Getting it Right?’ articles,
nor were there many offers to write theme-related reflective
articles about gender. The hoped-for gender balance has certainly
not been achieved as most articles in this issue are written by
women – about women, but this maybe reflects the discussion
points above relating to the predominance of women in the sector. 

We would welcome further articles in the Journal that pick up
on Gender as a theme. The Development Education Research
Centre at the Institute is planning a seminar in spring 2007 on
this issue (see p8). There is evidently a lot to talk about, as
evidenced by this content discussion. Are we really engaging in
this important debate?
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